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Concepts for Nursing Practice is a groundbreaking new title by Jean Giddens, a leading expert on

conceptual teaching and learning in nursing education.Â Offered as digtial book plus print copy

package, Concepts for Nursing Practice uses a simplified, intuititve approach to connect concepts

across the entire nursing curriculum, making this an ideal companion for Elsevier nursing textbooks.

Fifty-three of the most important concepts, written by leading subject matter experts,Â are organized

into three units.Â Unit OneÂ covers patient profile concepts, which are the concepts that lay the

foundation for a patient-centered approach to nursing. Unit Two, the core of the content,

emphasizes biophysical and psychosocial concepts that relate to individuals seeking health care.

The focus of these concepts is on the health-and-illness continuum across the lifespan. Unit Three

covers concepts related to professionalism and the whole of the healthcare system related to the

delivery of health care, professional aspects of nursing, and health policy. This unit also covers the

QSEN competencies. Original full-color illustrations and model cases depict the principles of each

concept and show how concepts are related. A list of exemplars in each concept chapter convey

theÂ most common health conditions or situations pertaining to the concept.
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This book is wonderful! Not only is it a regular book, but it is also a tutor. This book is very

informative containing many test questions, case studies, and exemplars shown inside the

hardcover and when you download the Pageburst material on Elsevier's website. I highly

recommend this book to those just beginning nursing school for the first time!



Concepts for Nursing Practice presents a new approach to curriculum and teaching in nursing. The

content is comprehensive, yet succinct. Anyone interested in moving from a content laden course or

curriculum should look at this book.

I have heard Jean Giddons speak twice regarding concept based curriculum and the book is terrific.

I would recommend it to anyone thinking about implementing concept-based curricula.

My nursing school just started a new curriculum and we are using this book throughout our entire

program. By breaking down information into "concepts", this book has made the information easy to

understand and gives you a basic understanding of different problems. It has helped me make

connections between my classes. I previously had an ebook but purchased this because I would

prefer to have a hard copy.

This is just a really cool book! I am a graduate student in an MSN program with a focus in nursing

education. This book is broken down into individual concepts and is very nicely organized. Although

I'm not teaching yet, I'm planning to buy my own copy (I rented this one for school) to have as a

reference. Giddens knows what she's talking about!

Of all my nursing books this is the only book that came with the Pageburst digital book access. I

learn better reading a real book but it is killing me to carry these giant 3" thick books to class for

reference and daily class activities. It would cost several hundred dollars to buy access codes for

them. I wish us book readers could pay just a little extra for the code, if it's not included.

This is a fantastic and refreshing method of teaching, content spot on, pictures fantastic. All nursing

should be required to teach with this book.

What can I say... This is a required book for my nursing studies and it was much cheaper to buy

from  than the bookstore, no surprise there! Enjoy your studies!
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